
 

  
LOWRY REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR MEETING 
MINUTES FOR JULY 25, 2017 

 
 

ROLL CALL: Members present were Roy Alexander, Lindy Eichenbaum Lent, Steve Hutt, Gayle Jetchick,              
Rachel Neumann, and Brad Pierce. Monty Force attended as the Executive Director and Cathy Gale attended                
as legal counsel. 
 
EXECUTIVE SESSION TO DISCUSS LEGAL MATTERS,  NEGOTIATIONS OR STRATEGY FOR 
NEGOTIATIONS, AND TO REVIEW AND APPROVE THE MINUTES FROM THE JUNE 27, 2017 
EXECUTIVE SESSION. 
 
An Executive Session was called pursuant to and is authorized by the following specific provisions of the 
Colorado Open Meeting Law, C.R.S. §24-6-402, et seq, to discuss only the following matters as permitted 
thereby:  
 

Legal Matters - C.R.S. 24-6-402(4)(b) (AF Environmental, East West) 
Negotiations or Strategy for Negotiation – C.R.S. 24-6-402(4)(e) (CCLT Funding) 
Review and approval of the June 27, 2017 Executive Session minutes 

 
Executive Session convened at 7:30 a.m.  
 
PUBLIC SESSION:  The meeting convened in public session at 8:50 a.m. and was called to order by Roy 
Alexander, Chair.  
 
PUBLIC COMMENT: There was no one signed up for public comment. 
 
CONSENT AGENDA: 

● Minutes, June 27, 2017 
● Financial Reports (June 2017) 

 
Alison Cote’ summarized the highlights of the May financials: 

o No significant items to report 
o Equity share closings continuing at 4-5 a month 

A motion by Brad Pierce and  seconded by Gayle Jetchick was  passed  to approve, as presented, the 
Consent Agenda consisting of the minutes of the June 27, 2017 meeting and the June 2017 Financial 
Reports.  
 
ACTION ITEMS: 

▪ Colorado Community Land Trust Funding - Resolution 2017-9 

This is a continuation of the discussion from last month’s board meeting with a proforma budget and more 
detail on the breakdown and pricing of the Land Trust units. 
 
Board questions and responses from Jane Harrington, executive director of the CCLT: 
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o Give a simplified explanation of the impacts of using a 70-72% AMI qualifying standard 
versus 80%.  
▪ Prices stay lower and more attractive for the target market 
▪ More market availability of the units rather than fewer at the top of the market 
▪ The lower the initial price, the longer they stay available to the target market. 
▪ Market fluctuations have a significant influence on home pricing.  Using 70-72% 

AMI allows the CCLT to maintain home pricing adequately below market during a 
downturn.  The latest market downturn resulted in 15% of the Denver IHO deed 
restricted homes to be foreclosed.  As a comparison there was only one unit that 
the CCLT had to buy out. 

o How do the CCLT homeowners share in market fluctuations? 
▪ Home appreciation goes up faster than income levels 
▪ With a downturn there is less appreciation to the homeowner and less impact to 

the CCLT.  There is a 25% equity share in the lease and the formula has been 
changed twice to address market conditions.  This allows the home seller to 
parallel the experience of  market fluctuations 

▪ Keeps the CCLT fully aware of their performance in terms of staying far enough 
below market pricing to remain attractive to an affordable buyer 

o What are your expectations for development and future buyers? 
▪ CCLT has a development agreement with Sean Smith who is currently working on 

another Land Trust project so there is a working relationship with him.  He is 
experienced and has relationships with suppliers that keep costs down.  A CCLT 
board member has toured Sean’s other sites and was quite impressed with the 
site organization, cleanliness, record of on time, on budget, etc. 

▪ Currently there is an interest of 300 for the 14 units.  Will start the process of 
qualifying buyers and begin the training on lenders, the program, home 
ownership, etc. 

o Do you anticipate any time in the future when these will not be affordable? 
▪ Yes, estimated to be 20-25 years depending on the Denver market.  The CCLT is 

trying to stay at 20% under market.  There would be an evaluation on how to 
preserve affordability at such time if that can’t be maintained. 

 
Monty summarized the LRA commitment to provide fourteen units at Boulevard One that will fulfill an 
obligation with Denver for 200 affordable units at Lowry.  He expressed appreciation on behalf of the 
Authority for the information provided to give a better understanding of how the CCLT arrived at the 
calculation of a funding gap and maintaining affordability.  
 
Monty proposed a portion of the funding be through sewer taps that are available for use by the LRA.   Taps 
would be equivalent to $66,000 and could be transferred to the CCLT at closing.  Monty asked about the 
impact of paying the balance of the $420,000 request at issuance of certificates of occupancy (CO).  
 
Jane responded that if the LRA funding was delayed there would be higher costs due to a higher amount to 
be borrowed with associated interest and fees.  She related that at 75% completion of construction buyers 
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will be in place and she proposed the LRA payout be done at that time.  Jane gave the anticipated timeline 
as: 
➢ January 2018 – groundbreaking 
➢ September 2018 – at 75% completion 
➢ January 2019 – at CO 

Monty proposed the following: 
➢ Taps valued at approximately $71,000 (per Sean’s calculations based on # & size) 
➢ August 2018 – payout of $140,000 
➢ At CO – payout of balance of $210,000 

 
A motion by Steve Hutt and seconded by Rachel Neumann was passed to approve the modified 
Resolution 2017-9 authorizing the Executive Director of the Authority to provide funds to the CCLT 
in the total amount of $420,000 broken out as three sewer taps equivalent in value of 
approximately  $71,112 with the amount and timing of the balance of $348,888 to be negotiated 
between the LRA and the CCLT with the final payment to be no more than $210,000. 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR REPORT  
▪ Kelmore is still working through the CCD approval with the only outstanding issue being pedestrian 

connections through the site. 
▪ The LRA office will move to 130 Rampart Way, Suite 225 on August 4th to make way for ongoing 

preparation and support of land sales at Boulevard One. 

COMMITTEE REPORTS: 
● Boulevard One Design Review Committee (7/6) 

 
The notes provided in the Board packet were confirmed to accurately reflect the content of the meetings 
and there were no questions or comments from the Board members. 
 
ADJOURNMENT: 
The meeting adjourned at 9:30 a.m.  
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